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SYMPOSIUM AUTHORS – ABSTRACTS & BIOS 

I.  GPS TRACKING AFTER UNITED STATES V. JONES 

(1) Nancy Forster, Back to the Future: United States v. Jones 
Resuscitates Property Law Concepts in Fourth Amendment 
Jurisprudence. 

Abstract.  With the decision of the Supreme Court in Katz v.  U.S., 
389 U.S. 347 (1967), many in the legal community, including judges, 
lawyers and even later Supreme Court justices, believed that the 
Court had jettisoned its prior reliance on property law concepts in 
determining whether conduct by the police implicated the Fourth 
Amendment.  Prior to Katz, a trespass by the police was necessary in 
order for the Fourth Amendment to apply.  But that longstanding 
assumption was laid to rest by the majority opinion, Justice Scalia 
writing for the Court, in U.S. v. Jones, 132 S.Ct. 945 (2012).  To 
some, Justice Scalia resuscitated the long-thought-dead trespass 
doctrine.  To others, he merely awakened a dormant concept that had 
always been available for use in analyzing Fourth Amendment cases. 

This article examines the history of the Court’s use of property law, 
and more specifically, the trespass doctrine, in Fourth Amendment 
cases, how it fell out of use, and why it has suddenly re-emerged 
because of advancing technology.  Finally, the article will explore the 
shortcomings of both the Katz and Jones tests for determining the 
applicability of the Fourth Amendment when state-of-the-art 
technology is used by the police.  The Court can no longer side step 
the inevitable by revising the trespass doctrine as that too, like the 
Katz test, will quickly become insufficient to address advancing 
technology. 

(2) Jason Medinger, Post-Jones: How District Courts are 
Answering the Myriad Questions Raised by the Supreme 
Court’s Decision in United States v. Jones. 

Abstract. When the United States Supreme Court granted 
certiorari in United States v. Jones, it was hailed by commentators as 
a harbinger of change.  It was widely anticipated that the resulting 
decision could usher in a new era in Fourth Amendment 
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jurisprudence, particularly where new technologies were being 
utilized by law enforcement and pushing the boundaries of privacy. 

Despite this hype, however, the holding in Jones was actually quite 
narrow: all the Justices simply held that a “search” occurred when a 
GPS device was attached to the undercarriage of the defendant’s car.  
But more than just reaching a narrow result, the majority opinion by 
Justice Scalia, and the concurring opinions by Justices Sotomayor 
and Alito, all raised (but left unanswered) a number of important 
questions.  For example, the opinions left undecided whether a 
warrantless search using GPS technology could nonetheless still be 
“reasonable” and hence constitutional.  Also unanswered was 
whether any of the exceptions to the warrant requirement would 
apply to the use of GPS tracking technology.  More fundamentally, 
the opinions raised issues about bedrock Fourth Amendment 
principles, including whether individuals retain a protected 
constitutional interest in information they voluntarily give to third 
parties.  Likewise, the concurring opinions questioned whether, under 
a mosaic theory, law enforcement initiatives that are perfectly proper 
in isolation might in the aggregate become so thorough and 
comprehensive as to trigger constitutional concerns. 

In this Article, Mr. Medinger provides a detailed analysis of how 
district courts are answering the questions raised by Jones, 
particularly in the context of well-established Fourth Amendment 
precedents.  Specifically, the Article evaluates what standards are 
being used to evaluate the reasonableness of GPS tracking, whether 
any exceptions to the warrant requirement are being applied, and 
whether the questions raised in Jones have any bearing on other 
technologies, such as cell phone data, pole camera video, wireless 
networks, peer-to-peer sharing, and electronic key fobs.  The Article 
also discusses whether empirically the larger questions raised by the 
Jones opinions are having any impact in how the lower courts are 
construing the Fourth Amendment amidst these new technologies.  
After surveying all of the lower court decisions that have applied 
Jones since it was decided, the Article concludes that despite the 
potential for a cataclysmic realignment, and despite raising a number 
of issues, the Jones decision has not delivered a whole lot of change.  
Rather, district courts are properly applying long-standing precedents 
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in line with the historical development of Fourth Amendment 
jurisprudence. 

(3) Nancy Oliver, Location, Location, Location: Balancing Crime 
Fighting Needs and Privacy Rights. 

Abstract.  Rapid technological developments over the last twenty-
five years have made cellular telephone location information 
ubiquitous and increasingly more detailed.  As a result, these 
developments have outpaced needed Federal legislative solutions to 
address privacy concerns, on one hand, and clarify standards for law 
enforcement access to such information, on the other.  At the same 
time, federal courts from coast to coast have sought to apply 
appropriate legal standards governed by Fourth Amendment rights 
and these existing outdated statutory schemes  in the context of law 
enforcement access for criminal investigations.  To further 
complicate the issues, as the technology has developed, the location 
information at issue before the courts has ranged from marginally 
accurate geographic historical data to that which is real-time and 
highly accurate to within feet of the specific device’s location. The 
resulting jurisprudence is, by necessity, a hodgepodge.  Courts and 
Congress alike, along with scholars and privacy groups, have realized 
the need for legislative solutions to the diverse issues raised by this 
advancing technology.  Although some courts and scholars have 
concluded that real time location data should be available only on a 
showing of probable cause, that conclusion demands further debate in 
the context of law enforcement investigative realities rather than 
being merely assumed as a reactionary prophylactic measure driven 
by Orwellian fears. 
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II. INNOVATIONS IN SUSPECT IDENTIFICATION 

(1) Frederick Bealefeld, Research and Reality: Better 
Understanding the Debate between Sequential and 
Simultaneous Photo Arrays. 

Abstract. This article was constructed around the process of 
criminal identification methods beginning with systems developed in 
Europe at the end of the 19th century. It traces early obstacles to 
newly proposed methodology and the eventual widespread adoption 
and implementation. Against this introduction, the article follows the 
procedures for suspect identification used by the Baltimore Police 
Department since the 1970s. The primary purpose of the article is to 
follow the evolution of identification procedures and compare the 
current procedures against alternative methods. The material covered 
in the article was developed through currently available books, 
journal publications, and articles. Information specific to the 
Baltimore Police Department is based on personal knowledge and 
experience gained during the author’s career, which spanned a period 
from 1981 to 2012. There is a growing body of research which 
advocates for a system of identification whereby the administrator 
and the witness are “blind” as to which photograph is that of the 
suspect.  While there is no clear consensus within law enforcement as 
to which method should be utilized it is clear that many departments 
and local governments are taking up the issue. This article asserts that 
one of the primary concerns arising from the use of simultaneous 
photographic lineups is the ability of the witness to make a reliable 
identification of the suspect and the potential for the procedure to be 
corrupted. It is perhaps this basic notion about the integrity of the 
police that obscures the research and lends itself to a defensive 
position taken by the individuals targeted for change. In this regard, 
Alphonse Bertillon’s position on the use of fingerprints may not be 
too dissimilar to the modern detective’s opposition to the double 
blind, sequential identification method. Perhaps only history can truly 
be the judge. 
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(2) Rebecca Brown & Stephen Saloom, Improving Eyewitness 
Identifications: The Imperative of Reform & the Role of Police 
Leadership. 

Abstract. Over three decades of peer-reviewed research has 
consistently demonstrated the malleability and fallibility of memory. 
That same body of research shows that the accuracy of identifications 
can be greatly improved by simple reforms, which include blind 
administration, sequential presentation, proper filler, or non-suspect, 
selection, providing witness instructions, obtaining a 
confidence statement following the procedure, and recording witness 
statements. In several states, law enforcement and policymakers have 
implemented these reforms to minimize the likelihood 
of misidentification, and thus better provide for both justice and 
safety. Yet, the majority of jurisdictions nationwide still employ the 
“traditional” eyewitness identification procedures proven to lead 
to erroneous eyewitness evidence. This article details the Innocence 
Project’s experience working towards eyewitness identification 
reform and provides insight on the most effective and collaborative 
approaches to reach policy change. The authors find that it is always 
optimal to be able to work with police toward implementation as this 
type of partnership not only fosters better communication regarding 
the substance of reforms and their relative value, but also helps 
stakeholders in the process understand and explore the practical 
concerns of law enforcement. When police are unwilling, however, 
the authors note the responsibility of other branches of government to 
require or enact reform. 
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III. MARYLAND’S DNA DATABASE LAWS AND KING 

(1) Jessica Gabel, Indecent Exposure: Genes are More than a 
Brand Name Label in the DNA Database Debate. 

Abstract. DNA has become the gold standard of identification and 
its use in criminal cases has exploded over the past twenty years. It 
has been romanticized in popular culture, as evidence by the 
proliferation of the CSI crime dramas and their progeny. Law 
enforcement lauds DNA as the infallible standard of identification. 
DNA databases—the logical extension of such a powerful 
identification technique—have become instrumental in solving cold 
cases and uncovering previously unlinked serial crimes. Though it is 
hard to discount these results, DNA databases are spiraling out of 
control rapidly —evolving into insatiable profile monsters, feeding 
on a range of genetic information, gathered from an ever-growing 
pool of individuals. 

Databases were originally intended to store the profiles of sex 
offenders and violent criminals, but federal and state laws now 
require samples to be taken from a greater range of offenders, 
resulting in databases bloated with the profiles of even misdemeanor 
offenders. A majority of states even take profiles from arrestees, prior 
to conviction. The fiction used by courts and law enforcement alike 
to justify these laws is that DNA is merely an identification tool, akin 
to fingerprints. This fallacy is furthered by the misnomer “DNA 
fingerprinting.” But DNA is far more revealing than fingerprints, and 
with technology rapidly advancing, it is only a matter of time before 
large amounts of private data can be gleaned from DNA samples. 

There are strong Fourth Amendment privacy concerns and the 
Fourth Amendment discussion is important, but this article seeks to 
address another concern: the implicit balancing test courts are 
engaging in.  It appears courts are weighing the state’s interest in 
solving cold cases against the privacy rights of individuals, and 
individuals are losing. This balancing test has Orwellian implications 
and until courts recognize the fallacy in the analogy between 
fingerprints and DNA profiles, it seems no DNA is safe. 
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(2) Rana Santos, Why DNA Databasing is Good for Maryland: A 
DNA Analyst’s Perspective. 

Abstract. Forensic DNA profiling and database searching has been 
a method of solving crimes in Maryland for nearly twenty five years. 
The local, state, and national levels of the CODIS database system 
compare forensic unknown profiles generated from crime scene 
evidence to various indexes of known profiles lawfully collected. 
Expansion of the database indexes is a method to increase the 
likelihood of a match and solve more crime.  From a scientific point 
of view, the use of DNA data to create a link between crimes is 
powerful, since it can provide conclusive identity supported by 
statistical analysis.  Limiting the available pool of data would 
decrease the likelihood of these matches, permitting repeat offenders 
to continue criminal behavior.  Concerns about the misuse of DNA 
data collected for forensic purposes are primarily seated in the 
misguided impressions of the testing capabilities of the forensic DNA 
community and a misunderstanding of the levels of oversight 
required in such facilities.  The value of DNA information in solving 
crime and preventing future victimization far outweighs the 
possibility of illegitimate use of DNA data produced by public 
laboratories.  Denying a forensic DNA laboratory the ability to 
expand their DNA data set for comparative purposes, simply because 
of the possibility of unlawful misuse, is comparable to taking 
controlled dangerous substances away from physicians or cars away 
from drivers for the same reason. 

 


